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08 comp. Brill_01 ebano Op.
  ebony matt 

12 comp. Brill_02 rovere moro L.
  dark brown shiny 

15 comp. Brill_03 rosso vino L.
  red wine shiny 

16 comp. Brill_04 antracite L.
  dark grey shiny 

20 comp. Brill_05 monoblocco bianco L.
  uniblick white shiny

22 comp. Brill_06 rosso vino L.
  red wine shiny

27 comp. Brill_07 ebano L.
  ebony shiny

28 comp. Brill_08 bianco L..
  white shiny

32 comp. Brill_09 pergamon L.
  pergamon shiny

35 comp. Brill_10 rovere cenere L.
  light grey shiny

36 comp. Brill_11 ebano L.
  ebony shiny

40 comp. Brill_12 bianco perla L.
  white pearl shiny

42 comp. Brill_13 monoblocco rovere cenere L.
  uniblick light grey shiny

43 comp. Brill_14 rovere moro Op.
  dark brown matt

45 comp. Brill_15 rovere grigioverde Op.
  greengrey oak matt

48 comp. Crystal_01 rovere cenere L.
   light grey oak shiny

50 comp. Crystal_02 bianco / antracite L.
  white / dark grey shiny

53 comp. Crystal_03 rovere ardesia Op.
  slate oak matt

54 comp. Crystal_04 rosso vino L.
  red wine shiny

56 campionario         rovere / oak

58 campionario         laccati / lacquereds

Crystal

Multi-faceted washbasin white and black
Supports for washbasin finishes:
- Oak in various shades, painted matt and gloss
- Lacquered in various gloss and matt colours
- Ebony, painted gloss and matt

Brill

Modular and single-piece, groove handles,
optional finishing sides
Finishes: 
- Oak in various shades, painted matt and gloss
- Lacquered in various gloss and matt colours
- Ebony, painted gloss and matt
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Brill

The BRILL collection follows in the fo-
otsteps of the modules and styles of the 
RAIL programme, from which it differs 
in the type of handle provided (groove). 
This gives the front of the furniture unit 
a very clean appearance, as the handle 
is placed back of it.  It is also interesting 
to note that on the sides of the arran-
gement you can add finishing sides. 
These enhance the appearance of the 
furniture unit by creating a sort of frame 
in the fronts. This characteristic, which 
is optional in the modular unit, becomes 
a distinguishing feature of the BRILL 
monoblock units, creating distinction 
between the two models.
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Brill_ 01 Ebony matt - Top ebony matt
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The KOOL washbasin is the result 
of outstanding design. The purity of 
forms and the range of colours (also 
translucent) make it a real connois-
seur item. Here alongside, the ele-
gant match with the ebony furniture 
unit makes this an attractive choice 
for people with sophisticated, inno-
vative taste.
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Brill_ 02 Dark brown oak shiny - Bronze glass
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Brill_ 03 Red wine shiny - 

The single-piece washbasin of 90 cm is 
perfect for small rooms, but that doesn’t 
mean you have to give up convenien-
ce. The large basin can be used by two 
people at the same time. The furniture 
unit underneath is gloss lacquered wine 
red, and in BRILL single-piece units, it is 
equipped with finishing sides that frame 
the fronts.
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Brill_ 04 Anthracite shiny - 



Here is a suggestive image that 
shows a different way of interpre-
ting room lighting. The SHADOW 
mirrors, in their various sizes, dif-
fuse soft light, perfect for refined 
settings. Below, alternatives in tran-
slucent “Vetro Freddo”©  for the 
KOOL washbasin.

Lavabi alternativi in “Traslucido”
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Brill_ 05 White shiny - 

The single-piece item of 90 cm 
shown here features a variety of 
elements. These include the sin-
gle-bowl washbasin that can be 
used by two people at the same 
time, and the finishing sides that 
frame the extra-large drawers. The 
arrangement is completed by the 
wall-mounted shelf. The large, mi-
nimalist LIGHT mirror with the light 
built into the mirror, available in va-
rious sizes (60/90/120/160 cm.) is 
the perfect accompaniment for the 
single-piece items.
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Brill_ 06 Red wine shiny - Vinaccia glass
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Very interesting details that highli-
ght the unique finishes of some of 
the Brill elements. The glass top has 
a thickness of 15 mm. This makes 
it especially resistant to impacts. 
The original round mirrors with lu-
minous edges, available in various 
sizes, when arranged in series as in 
the photo give a truly scenic look to 
the room. The extra-large drawers 
under the washbasin are shaped so 
that they leave room for plumbing 
connections. 
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Brill_ 07 Shiny Ebony - 

The 120 cm single-piece item in 
gloss ebony is beyond a doubt 
a bathroom furniture unit of the 
utmost elegance. The yellowi-
sh-black grain of the wood form 
a backdrop to the suggestive re-
verberation of the setting which 
is reflected in the gloss surface 
of the paint finish. On the inside, 
there are two spacious extra-lar-
ge drawers that take advantage of 
the available space. One of them 
is shaped to fit in around the drain 
pipe. The lower extra large drawer 
is equipped with partition grilles 
that divide the space into three 
parts, so that you can make best 
use of available internal space.
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Brill_ 08 White shiny lacquered - Carrara marble



Two washbasins in a single block 
of Mineral Marble: a great new way 
of coming up with a “his and hers” 
bathroom, with the guarantee of a 
product that’s made to last. As you 
can see, Puntotre doesn’t stop at 
making its products good-looking.  
We also strive to make sure each 
element is convenient to use by 
designing them and testing them 
based on their intended use.
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Brill_ 09 Pergamon shiny - Monoblock 120 



Brill_ 10 Shiny ash oak- Anthracite glass
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Plays of reflections highlight the 
brilliance of the paint finish of 
the furniture, shown here in gloss 
ashen oak with anthracite top, 
thickness 15 mm. The oval bowl 
is cast from the same slab. This 
especially refined technique calls 
for heating the slab to the melting 
point, and then shaping the bowl 
using a mould. This careful work-
manship makes each top unique.
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Brill_ 11 Shiny Ebony - Black glass 
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The refined, elegant cleanliness of 
the glass top with a fusion bowl is 
perfectly summed up in the image 
below. Knowledgeable master glass 
workers shape these tops, creating 
unique hot-cast pieces. These items 
are not only decorative but also ex-
tremely practical, even for everyday 
use, thanks to their ease of mainte-
nance.
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Brill_ 12 White pearl lacquered shiny - Bronze glass
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Brill_ 14 Moro oak matt - 

Small single-piece items, extre-
mely practical and with captiva-
ting lines, just 60 cm wide, are 
especially useful in bathrooms in 
the night-time area of the home, 
which usually have small surfaces. 
These single-piece items also have 
convenient drawers under the wa-
shbasin to hold washcloths, soap, 
detergents and so on. You can also 
add column cabinets, wall units of 
various widths, or storage-unit mir-
rors, all to increase versatility. 
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Brill_ 13 Shiny ash oak - 



Brill_ 15 Greygreen oak matt - Anthracite glass

The WALL mirror has a real surpri-
se. Perfectly concealed inside it, 
you’ll find a large storage unit where 
you can keep all your personal care 
products and keep you bathroom in 
perfect order. 
The SCHEMA ceramic washbasin 
is provided with a chromed soap 
dish that hides the drain without 
obstructing it. The finishing touch 
to this arrangement is offered by 
the base unit of 95 cm. It is made 
of grey-green oak with an anthraci-
te top. This combination of colours 
can be offered in a wide variety of 
other shades thanks to the exten-
sive range of finishes offered by 
PUNTOTRE.
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CCrystalThis project was born of a daring idea, 
designed to give shape to an emotion. 
These extremely clean lines and the 
multi-faceted tops play on light and 
shadow to create volumes. Made of 
Tecnoril ©, it is available in matt white 
or matt black, with a series of dedicated 
accessories. Of course, as a washbasin 
in its own right, CRYSTAL can fit in with 
the entire PUNTOTRE range, in order to 
customize your bathroom to the fullest.
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design by Raimondo Sandri



Crystal_ 01  Ash grey oak shiny - Washbasin white 
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Crystal_ 02 White and  black shiny 

                                               - Washbasins: white and black 100  
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A play of colour contrasts that highlight 
the surprising cleanness of the forms, 
reflections and shadows that vary with 
light and perspective. As a complement 
to the multi-faceted shape of these wa-
shbasins, the designer has duplicated 
the same shapes on the mirrors for a 
perfect stylistic match.
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Crystal_ 03    Ardesia oak matt - Washbasin black 100  
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An alternative to the floor-standing 
base, as shown in the previous pa-
ges, is the shaped back that supports 
the overhung washbasin. It can also 
be completed with the special mirror 
equipped with two built-in lamps. The 
back is a decorative backdrop to the 
washbasin and is available in all the 
variants of oak, ebony and lacquered 
colours, with matt or gloss finishes, as 
in the sample collection included on the 
final pages of this catalogue. 

Crystal_ 04  Shiny red wine - Washbasin white
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Brill - Crystal         OPACHE
MATT FINISHES - veneered  fronts 

rovere  LIGHT    Light  oak   rovere  SBIANCATO    Whitened  oak

rovere  ARANCIO    Orange  oak   rovere  BORDEAUX    Dark  red  oak

rovere  CENERE    Grey  oak   rovere  MORO    Dark  brown  oak

EBANO    Ebony

rovere  GRIGIOVERDE    Greengrey  oak   rovere  ARDESIA    Slate  oak
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Brill - Crystal        LUCIDE
SHINY FINISHES - veneered  fronts 

rovere  SBIANCATO    Whitened  oak   rovere  ARANCIO    Orange  oak

rovere  CENERE    Ash  grey  oak   rovere  BORDEAUX    Dark  red  oak

rovere  GRIGIOVERDE    Greengrey  oak   rovere  MORO    Dark  brown  oak

EBANO    Ebony



Brill - Crystal       CAMPIONARIO COLORI LACCATI 
LACQUERED COLOUR SAMPLES - matt end gloss finish 

 Base white

 White Pearl

 White grey

 Pergamon

 Light lilac

 Yellow 

 Orange

 Orange

 Mustard

 Grey beige

 Light grey

 Platinum

 Signal red

 Wine red

 Bordeaux violet

 Light green

 White green

 Olive green

 Light blue

 Pastel blue

 Brilliant blue

 Distant blue

 Genziana blue

 Dark grey


